
 

 

Digital Travel Awards 
——Innovative Marketing Award Submission Process Description—— 

 
The Innovative Marketing Award will select excellent marketing applications which demonstrate 

outstanding digital marketing strategies, marketing techniques, innovative ideas, conversion and 

integrating synergies in the past year. 

 

Participants: 

OTAs, hotels, airlines, destinations and attractions, cruises and rental car companies are welcome to 

submit their entries. 

 

Entry： 

The entry should have involved one or more of the marketing methods stated below: 

Social media marketing, search engine marketing, mobile marketing (WeChat and Weibo), video 

marketing, KOL marketing, content marketing, direct marketing (email blast, SMS etc.), programmed ads 

etc.  

 

The entry should have adopted analytics or optimization methods stated below:  

Content management, Website analytics, data analysis, social media insights, social sentiment tracking. 

  

Evaluation Criteria： 

⚫ Background, objectives and challenges: 20% 

Judges will evaluate each entry based on how the solution tackles special goals and challenges 

in the given business environment. The entry, whether it is a tailored solution or a general 

https://event.traveldaily.cn/taward2019/


 

application, should have clear objectives and demonstrate how challenges are rationally and 

systematically defined against a specific background before implementation. Business 

background, objectives and challenges are key determinants of how meaningful an entry is.  

 

⚫ Creativity and Strategy: 30% 

Creativity and strategy are the theoretical bases for the success of a solution, and they must 

answer the objectives and challenges. Creativity should support the objectives and the strategy 

should tackle stated challenges. Both creativity and strategy should be coherent for a solution 

to be effective. 

 

⚫ Implementation: 20% 

The theoretical and practical aspects of a solution should be coherent. Good ideas and 

strategies must be effectively executed to serve the intended objectives. 

 

⚫ Results: 30% 

The results should deliver on the stated objectives. The entry must demonstrate objectives have 

been met to show it was a successful case study. Strong and relevant argument will be essential 

to demonstrate the entry’s effectiveness. 

 

Please include the following information and files in your submission: 

1. Basic information (mandatory): company information, contact details and entry information.  

 

2. Entry PPT (mandatory): please refer to the Entry PPT Guidelines to prepare your documents. 

3. Other reference material and files (optional): video, audio or others 

 

Please compress the above materials into one package and email to award@traveldaily.cn before July 
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15, 2019. 

For inquiries, please call 86-020-2882 9512. 

 

Entry PPT Guidelines: 

In line with the Digital Marketing Awards evaluation criteria, the entry PPT should include the following 

aspects: 

⚫ Entry overview: objectives, results, resource allocation, budget, input-output ratio, etc. 

⚫ Overall marketing positioning, strategy analysis  

⚫ Innovative features compared to similar case studies, e.g. new marketing tools and approaches, 

and effectiveness. 

⚫ Problems and challenges during project implementation, and solutions for resolving them. 

 

For inquiries, please contact the organizing committee at 86-020- 2882 9512 or award@traveldaily.cn. 
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